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Are these values still acceptable today?
Are we over/under designing our systems?

Imperial Metric

Peak Cooling Load 50 to 60 btu/hr per ft2 160 to 190 W per m2

Air Supply Flow
Rate

1.0 to 3.0 CFM per ft2 5 to 15 L/s per m2

Derived from peak cooling load

Pump Flow Rate Derived from peak cooling load

Cooling Tower 1.4 times peak cooling load

Generally Accepted Rule of Thumb
Typical High Rise Office Building
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It is important to understand all the components that 
contribute to heat gain

The Answer is not so Simple

Source: BSEEP Active Design



Space cooling load
- Internal Gain
- External Gain

The Answer is not so Simple

Source: TRANE



Cooling Coil Load
- Fresh air intake
- Fan power
- Duct conduction gain

Chiller Load
- Chilled water pump power
- Pipe conduction heat gain

Heat Rejection Load
- Chiller power
- Condenser water pump power

The Answer is not so Simple



Energy demand is rising, cost of energy is rising. 
Modern day buildings are more energy efficient.

Modern Day Buildings

Source: Malaysian Energy Information Hub

• High performance glazing
• Insulated roof/walls
• More air tight
• Lower lighting power density
• More efficient air conditioning 

system



Simulation tools were used to show how 
much modern buildings have improved 
over the years and thus improving the 
traditional “rule of thumb”

28 storeys
Total air conditioned area: 31,215 m2

Total gross floor area: 39,456 m2

Modern Day Buildings



Simulation Input

Specification Base Building Typical Modern Building

Glazing Single glazed
SHGC = 0.55
U-value = 4.8 W/m2K

Single glazed low-E
SHGC = 0.37
U-value = 3.8 W/m2K

Roof No insulation 50mm insulation

Infiltration 0.5 ACH 0.1 ACH

Office lighting power density 15 W/m2 9 W/m2

Walkway lighting power density 20 W/m2 5 W/m2

Chiller COP 5.5 (0.64 kW/RT) 6.2 (0.56 kW/RT)

Cooling tower efficiency 0.0463 kW/HRT 0.0275 kW/HRT

Pump head 40m 40m

Total Pump Efficiency 63% 63%



Comparison

Rule of Thumb Base Building Typical Modern Building

Peak Cooling Load
5,416 kW

55 btu/hr/ft2

5,130 kW
164 W/m2 (52 btu/hr/ft2)

3,990 kW
128 W/m2 (41 btu/hr/ft2)

CHW Pump Flowrate 194 L/s 184 L/s 143 L/s

Air Supply Flow Rate 5,923 L/s 5,600 L/s 4,298 L/s

Cooling Tower 7,582 kW 6,156 kW 4,788 kW

Percentage
difference from Rule 
of Thumb

- 5% less 26% less

• Oversized by 26%
• Over capacity of 1,426 kW (or 405 RT)
• Additional RM 2 million capital cost



• Components that contribute to heat gain in modern buildings have higher performance. 
Therefore peak cooling load is significantly reduced. Better passive and active systems.

- High performance glazing
- Insulated roof/walls
- More air tight
- Lower lighting power density
- More efficient air conditioning system

• Lighting power density requirements have come a long way. Lighting consumes energy and 
loads the air conditioning system.

• Overdesigning not only means increased capital cost, operational cost also increases.

• When pumps are oversized, means higher pump power. And they do not run at optimal 
point.

Comparison



It is important to get the design right from the start. If peak cooling load is not accurate, all 
other equipment (pumps, fans, AHU, cooling tower, etc.) will be sized wrongly as well.

Conclusion

• Pumps
𝑄 = 𝐻 ÷ (500 × ∆𝑇)

• AHU, Supply air flowrate
𝑄 = 1.08 × [𝐻𝑠 ÷ 𝑇𝑟 − 𝑇𝑠 ]

• Cooling Tower
𝐻 = 500 × 𝑄 × ∆𝑇

Dependent on wet bulb temperature
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Reduction in cooling load cannot be achieved by improving only one or two components. 
Engineers/designers are right when the say “Improving a system does not affect the cooling 
load much”. However by combining many passive and active improvements, cooling load can be 
significantly reduced.

Conclusion

Passive Systems
25.8% reduction

Lighting Systems
3.9% reduction

Air Cond System
7.8% reduction



Rule of thumb can be a good guide, but is not accurate 100% of the time.
Understanding fundamentals of air conditioning design is important to be a good designer.

Conclusion

Source: BSEEP Active Design



How do we move the industry forward?

• Avoid the bad practice of adjusting air conditioning load calculation to match rule of thumb 
figures.

• Assessment of risk. To know, control and account for risk when doing heat load calculation.
- Occupancy type. Example, small power in the building could very high.
- Infiltration
- Any others?

Moving Forward


